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MCCANN P. and SHEPPARD S. (2003) The rise, fall and rise again of industrial location theory, Reg. Studies 37, 649–663. In
this paper we will argue that new academic fashions, new international institutional arrangements, new communications
technology and new developments in data availability, have all renewed the need for a redevelopment of analytical industrial
location theory. Our paper will argue that the microeconomic foundations of industrial location theory must now be
reconsidered. In particular, the methodological basis of traditional industrial location models needs to be reconciled with recent
models of clustering, the new economic geography literature, and also more aggregate systemic levels of analysis. We will argue
that in order to do this it is necessary: first, to specify the transactions-cost assumptions underlying these various approaches;
second, to adopt broader definitions of spatial transactions costs; and third, to incorporate environmental characteristics within
an orthodox location-production type of framework. The insights gained by this integrated micro-level approach will also
provide new directions for more aggregate systemic approaches, as well as clarifying the both the strengths and limitations of
the currently fashionable models of clustering.
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MCCANN P. et SHEPPARD S. (2003) La montée, le déclin MCCANN P. und SHEPPARD S. (2003) Aufstieg, Fall und
et la remontée de la théorie de la localisation industrielle, Wiederaufstieg der Industriestandorttheorie, Reg. Studies 37,
Reg. Studies 37, 649–663. Cet article cherche à soutenir que 649–663. In diesem Aufsatz wird die Behauptung aufgestellt,
les dernières modes académiques, les récentes dispositions daß neue akademische Moden, neue imternationale institu-
institutionnelles internationales, la nouvelle technologie de tionelle Ordnungen, neue Kommunikationstechnologie und
la communcation, et les progrès dans le domaine de la neue Entwicklungen in der Verfügbarkeit von Daten zusam-
disponibilité des données, ont tous renoué avec la nécessité men zur Notwendigkeit der Überarbeitung der analytischen
de repenser la théorie analytique de la localisation industrielle. Industriestandorttheorie beigetragen haben. Dieser Aufsatz
Cet article soutient qu’il faut remettre en question les stellt die Behauptung auf, daß die mikro-ökonomischen
fondements microéconomiques de la théorie de localisation Grundlagen der Industriestandorttheorie jetzt neu überdacht
industrielle. En particulier, on doit concilier la base méthod- werden müssen. Vorallem die methodologische Grundlage
ologique des modèles traditionnels de la localisation industri- überkommener Industriestandortmodelle muß mit neueren
elle avec des modèles d’agglomération récents, la récente Clustermodellen, mit moderner wirtschaftsgepgraphischer
documentation sur la géographie économique, et aussi des Literatur und auch mit stärker aggregierten systemischen
niveaux d’analyse globaux plus généralisés. Pour y réussir, on Ebenen der Analyse in Einklang gebracht werder. Um dies
soutient qu’il faut, primo, préciser les suppositions quant aux zu erreichen, sei es zunächst nötig, die Vorstellungen, die
frais de transaction qui sous-tendent ces diverses façons; den verschiedenenartigen Ansätzen zugrunde liegenden
secundo, adopter des définitions plus générales des frais de Durchführungskosten spezifisch aufzuführen; zweitens
transaction géographiques; et tertio, inclure des caractéris- umfassendere Definitionen räumlicher Durchführungskosten
tiques environnementales dans un cadre orthodoxe du type einzuführen, und drittens charakteristische Umweltmerkmale
localisation-production. Les aperçus obtenus grâce à cette in ein orthodoxes System vom Typ Standortproduktion ein-
microanalyse intégrée fourniront de nouvelles possibilités zubeziehen. Die Einsichten, die durch diesen integrierten
pour le développement de plus de façons généralisées Ansatz auf Mikroebene gewonnen wurden, werden auch
globales, ainsi que clarifier et les atouts et les inconvénients neue Richtlinien für stärker aggregierte systemische Ansätze
des modèles d’agglomération qui sont actuellement à la liefern, und sowohl Stärken als auch Grenzen der gegenwärtig
mode. modischen Clustermodelle erhellen.

Localisation Agglomération Théorie Standort Clustern Theorie Methodologie
Méthodologie Transactions Frais Durchführungen Kosten
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INTRODUCTION behaviour is a result of microeconomic responses to
particular cost and revenue signals or simply a random
outcome which is unrelated to the local economicDuring the first six decades of the last century many

significant breakthroughs were made in the analysis of environment? From both an analytical and public policy
perspective, the most important issue is this: to be ableindustrial location behaviour. Yet, within the geograph-

ical school, traditional microeconomic location theory to distinguish between the conditions under which
industrial spatial concentration will take place and thefocusing on the interrelationships between production

function models and the costs of transporting goods conditions under which it will not. While the stylized
models in favour of industrial concentration, such asbecame largely out of fashion during the latter two or

three decades of the twentieth century. Within the agglomeration, clustering, new industrial areas, etc. can
be very instructive, these models themselves requiregeographical literature this was in part because more

aggregate levels of analysis, which emphasized the very careful interpretation in order to confirm that
what we are observing is indeed what we are arguing.institutional and systemic changes within the produc-

tion sectors, tended to dominate the literature. On the Without such interpretation, we cannot know the
conditions under which the countervailing phenom-other hand, within most areas of economics, prior to

the 1990s, spatial issues as a whole tended to be enon of industrial dispersion will take place. In other
words, we cannot specify a null hypothesis. Unfortu-regarded at best, as minor issues. Where these issues

were addressed, they tended to be discussed, ironically, nately, such careful interpretation is usually lacking,
because the analytical limitations of these variousin the non-spatial world of international trade theory.

Yet, in the post war Bretton-Woods era of fixed models are typically overlooked, as are the empirical
requirements needed to substantiate them.exchange rates, high tariff barriers and limited factor

mobility, this is to some extent understandable. Our paper will therefore argue that the micro-
economic foundations of industrial location theoryThe recent renewal of interest in industrial location

and trade, however, has spanned a range of disciplines must now be reconsidered. The basis of traditional
industrial location models needs to be reconciled withincluding economics, geography, management science,

marketing and international business studies. At the many of these newer developments mentioned above so
that a more comprehensive framework can be providedsame time, these topics have also become central to

discussions within not only the private sector but also within which observed location behaviour can be dis-
cussed. Similarly, many of these newer developmentswithin the governmental sector, at the local, national

and even at the international levels. The reasons for must be reconsidered in the light of the insights of
traditional location theory models, many of which arethis renewal of interest are varied, and include the

rise of new international institutional arrangements as relevant today as they were when the models were
first developed. In order to do this, it is first necessarysurrounding economic integration and free trade areas,

the growth in new information and communications to understand both the principal insights and the
methodological issues raised by classical location modelstechnology, the growth and new developments in data

availability, as well as simple changes in academic fash- and then to relate these to many of the various loca-
tional approaches which are currently popular. As weions and trends. While this renewed interest in location

is to be applauded by spatial analysts, terms such as will see, this requires us to reconsider the transactions-
costs features and the inter-firm relations assumed by‘industrial clustering’ or ‘agglomeration’ are now used

more or less interchangeably by many commentators, the modern models of industrial clustering, because it
is also these features which determine the empirical datawith little real understanding of the origins, differences

or actual meanings of these terms. Similarly, concepts requirements needed to confirm or reject such models.
This type of analytical clarification, which was funda-such as ‘new industrial areas’, ‘innovative milieux’ or

‘competitive clusters’ are applied to different situations mental in classical location theory but which is now
largely absent in modern discussion of clustering, iswithout any real consideration of the different empirical

methods required in order to test whether such claims essential in order to determine the situations in which
industrial clustering or dispersion is advantageous.are justified. At the same time, there is often an inherent

bias in the analytical perspective, in that the focus of On the basis of these discussions we will argue that
the directions in which future location theory must besuch discussions is primarily on the advantages of

industrial clustering, whereas the forces encouraging developed are three-fold. Firstly, we must take seriously
the transactions-costs features and inter-firm relationsindustrial decentralization are largely ignored.

From an analytical perspective this bias poses a real assumed by the various models of industrial clustering
in order to understand their analytical strengths andproblem. The reason for this is that firm clustering and

dispersion is a natural outcome of a random process in limitations. This will also us to determine the appro-
priate empirical methods of analysis in different loca-geographical space (ELLISON and GLAESER, 1997;

GABAIX, 1999a, 1999b); even in a spaceless world, the tional contexts. Secondly, a review of the available
evidence on spatial transactions costs suggests that whiledistribution of firms is not even but random. Therefore,

how are we to know whether observed firm location in some respects spatial transactions costs have fallen
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over time, there are other respects in which spatial the major focus of analysis. Here the work of Von
transactions costs appear to have actually increased Thunen extended the original Ricardian system by
over time. When building analytical models we must differentiating between land, not on the basis of
therefore treat spatial transactions costs in a rather more differing quality, but on the basis of differing location.
considered manner than has previously been typical. In By integrating the themes of place-specific market
particular, we will see that a simple dichotomy between prices, transportation costs and rental payments, Von
transport costs and information costs is not sufficient, Thunen arrived at the classic conclusion of concentric
and that broader definitions of distance costs are rings of different types of cultivation around a central
required. Thirdly, the issue of the environment must (urban) market location. Within mainstream micro-
be more coherently integrated within location theory. economic analysis, however, the key conclusion of Von
As we will see, however, this also requires us to consider Thunen’s concentric-circle result is that an upward-
the first two future directions of location theory. A sloping supply curve for a product can be generated
movement towards a fusion of these various approaches simply by way of changes in land use. In particular,
will hopefully provide theories which are more appro- higher market prices for a good will allow for higher
priate in a world of falling trade barriers, rapid informa- potential rental payments, which consequently encour-
tion flows and greater environmental awareness. age larger areas of land to come under cultivation,

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section thereby producing larger output quantities. An upward-
we outline the major insights of classical location theory sloping supply curve is therefore generated simply by
and explain the approaches used to generate these issues of land use, without any explicit modern notions
insights. In the third section we discuss the explicit of factor substitution or marginality conditions.
assumptions and methodological approach of this tradi- The second type of classical locational analysis can
tion, and then in the fourth section we explain the be characterized in modern terms primarily as a form
equivalent implicit assumptions embedded in modern of production function type of analysis. In this tradition
theories of clustering. It will be argued that this is of LAUNHARDT, 1885, and WEBER, 1909, explicit
essential in order to understand the ways in which such relationships are defined between the quantity of out-
theories should be developed or improved upon. In puts produced and the quantity of inputs required.
the fifth section we outline three specific ways in which The location problem is then defined specifically with
location will need to be developed in order to address respect to these fixed input–input and fixed input–
the kinds of spatial economic questions arising in the output relationships, and is conceived of primarily as a
coming decades. transportation problem. Here, the focus is on the cost

minimizing conditions required in order to produce
THE LOCATIONAL INSIGHTS OF and ship a particular quantity of a good from the
CLASSICAL AND NEOCLASSICAL production location to the market, while accounting

LOCATION THEORY for the transportation costs involved in the delivery of
the requisite inputs. In these models there is, onceThe classical fathers of location theory such as VON
again, no real explicit notion of either factor substitu-THUNEN, 1826; LAUNHARDT, 1885; and WEBER,
tion or marginality conditions.1909; came out of a very particular nineteenth century

There are two major differences between these twotradition of economic analysis, in which the focus of
location theory traditions. The first difference is inanalysis was primarily on the nature and characteristics
terms of the real-world motivations for the objects ofof the production process. As such, the essential ques-
their questioning. In the Ricardo-Von Thunen tradi-tions all concerned the ways in which factor inputs
tion of the early nineteenth century, the object of thewere transformed into physical commodities, and this
analysis was the development of agricultural hinterlandstradition aimed to understand the determining features
around urban market centres. At this time, the Germanof this transformation process. Within this broad
states still exhibited primarily an agrarian economyproduction-focused tradition, the distinguishing feature
with an inherited spatial industrial structure which wasof the early location work was an attempt to reveal the
largely unchanged from the middle ages. Agriculturerelationship between issues of geography and produc-
and the behaviour of the (urban-located) agriculturaltion. Here, the notion of geography was understood in
markets was still the dominant feature of the Germanicterms of that of land and land use, and the tradition
economies, and this location-theory tradition thereforeinvestigated the unique role which land as a factor
attempted to understand the interactions between landinput plays in determining the characteristics of the
use, commodity prices and agricultural transformationtransformation process.
processes. By the second half of the nineteenth century,The general approaches employed in these classical
however, the industrial transition of Germany was wellanalyses can be split broadly into two types. The first
under way. In the Launhardt-Weber tradition, thetype of classical locational analysis was based on a
primary motivation for the location-theory analysesRicardian land use tradition in which the conditions

underpinning the profitable cultivation of land were was therefore the need to understand the relationship
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between the behaviour of nineteenth century manu- classical location models explicitly distinguished
between the costs incurred by the firm which arefacturing enterprises, and the rapid growth of the

German urban-manufacturing centres. As such, the distance-related from the costs which are location-
specific.focus of this location tradition was on the dominant

aspects of the transformation processes which took Classical location theory therefore provides us with
place within manufacturing rather than in agriculture. our first fundamental principle of location-theory:

The second major difference between these two
Location theory principle 1. In situations where both loca-classical location theory approaches is in terms of the
tional coordinates and production technology exhibitnotions of geography they employ. In the Ricardo-Von
stable and identifiable fixed-coefficients relationships, ifThunen tradition, the notion of geography employed
transportation costs are known or can be calculated, thenis one of land use and the variations in the productivity
the fixed-coefficients assumptions embedded in all these

of land within basically, a one-dimensional spatial models allows the equilibrium factor conditions to be
framework. Distance-transportation costs are intro- determined. Alternatively, for any given set of factor
duced here simply in order to differentiate between prices, where production technology is governed by stable
land on the basis of the location-specific rental pay- and identifiable fixed-coefficients relationships the condi-
ments achievable at each location. As such, location- tions under which firms will be mobile can also be

determined.specific variations in residual land rewards are the
natural outcome of geographical space. These one-

The classical location tradition evolved without anydimensional conclusions are then translated directly
explicit notions of either factor substitution or marginalinto two-dimensional results. On the other hand, in the
productivity conditions, because such concepts wereLaunhardt-Weber tradition, the notion of geography
themselves only gradually emerging within late nine-employed is primarily that of two-dimensional space,
teenth century economics (BLAUG, 1968). As such,in which geography is understood within an explicitly
modern microeconomic principles such as variablegeometric framework. Here, land is largely undefined
factor proportions and well-behaved factor–factor rela-and variations in the productive and qualitative charac-
tionships are almost entirely absent from these analyses.teristics of the land are ignored. As such, in this
Consequently, the relationships between inputs andproduction-function type of tradition, geography is not
outputs and between inputs and inputs are all specifiedunderstood in terms of its effects of land use factor
in fixed terms which are independent of the level ofrewards in the way it is in the Ricardo-Von Thunen
output. In modern terminology, we are in a world oftradition. Rather it is understood in terms of the effects
fixed coefficient production functions. On the otherof spatial transactions costs on the overall profitability
hand, there were some principles of marginality embed-and factor rewards, with no explicit role for land per se.
ded in these constructs, but these are slightly differentIn this Launhardt-Weber type of analysis, location-
in emphasis in that they relate primarily to the levelsspecific labour inputs and land are viewed largely as a
of profits generated and the spatial dimensions or limitscomposite input, whereas in the Von Thunen tradition,
at which such profits fall to zero. In essence, weland and all non-land inputs are treated as a composite
can therefore consider these notions of marginalityinput.
primarily in terms of defining the spatial boundaryThe methodological approach in this classical loca-
conditions within which profitable production takestion theory approach is to distinguish between the costs
place.incurred by the firm which are explicitly distance-

The classical location theory models were not givenrelated from those costs which are location-specific. In
a genuine neoclassical twist until the middle of theother words, different notions of geography are used
twentieth century. The work of ALONSO, 1964;here to distinguish between various cost components,
MUTH, 1969; MILLS, 1970; and EVANS, 1973, reinter-in that some costs are specified as functions of distance
preted the fixed coefficients world of Von Thunenwhile others are specified as functions of location. The
within a framework of mutual factor substitutability.costs which are distance-related are assumed to be
The variable proportions principles and well-behavedtransport costs and the location-specific costs are the
factor relationships employed within neoclassical micro-local labour and land costs. By splitting up the various
economics were now incorporated within a Vongeographical aspects costs in this manner and then
Thunen-type framework in order to build a neoclassicaldefining the cost relationships in terms of a production
model of land use. In these new models of locationfunction we can then proceed to solve the location
and land use factor substitution is assumed to take placeproblem. In a fixed-coefficients framework with given
between land and a composite factor, capital, whichmarket locations and prices, all the possible areas of
represents all non-land inputs. In that sense, theseprofitable production are identified,1 and within this
models share exactly the same approach as the originalsubset, the maximum profit location can be calculated.
Von Thunen model. Meanwhile, neoclassical develop-Moreover, we are also able to define the conditions
ments also greatly extended the analytical insights of theunder which the location of a firm will change. How-

ever, the fact that this is so is precisely because the classical production-function type of location theory.
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Following on from the initial work of ISARD, 1956, assumptions are made and prices are assumed to be
given, then the microeconomic location issues can bethe fixed coefficients model of Laundhardt-Weber was

greatly extended within a substitution framework by worked out accordingly on the basis of the exogen-
ously-specified technical factor substitution and input–the production-location model of MOSES, 1958, and

its subsequent developments (MILLER and JENSEN, output relationships. Both of these approaches therefore
fail to provide any reasons why firms will group1978; ESWARAN et al., 1981). The Moses fusion of a

neoclassical production function with a Weber-type together in space, except for the situation where
independent behaviour generates the same optimumlocation problem provided for a completely new set

of locational conclusions, the specific outcomes of locations for similar firms (MCCANN, 1995a). Yet, for
such geographical grouping of firms to be maintainedwhich depend on the nature of the firm’s production

function. the firms must be willing to tolerate increased local
land and labour prices, in situations where the classicalAs we have seen, in classical location models the

technical factor relationships are exogenously fixed, and and neoclassical models would unambiguously point to
dispersion as rational behaviour. Why would this bethis specification defines the nature of the firm. On

the other hand, in the neoclassical models this require- so? On this particular point, microeconomic location
theory provides no answer, and it is necessary toment is lifted. Instead, the various alternative factor

relationships are specified in the neoclassical frame- turn to the literature on agglomeration and clustering
discussed below. However, where such clustering doeswork, as defined by the nature of the firm’s production

function. The neoclassical location theory models exist, the third strand of classical microeconomic loca-
tion theory does provide a fundamental insight intotherefore differ fundamentally fro the classical location

theory models in the way that they specify technical the conditions under which such a phenomenon is or
is not possible. This third strand of classical locationrelationships. As before, the neoclassical location theory

approach is to distinguish between the costs incurred theory is known as ‘market area analysis’.
This third strand of location theory, namely marketby the firm which are explicitly distance-related from

those costs which are location-specific. Once the tech- area analysis, arose during the early part of the twentieth
century out of the literature concerning inter-firmnical substitution relationships are defined along with
oligopolistic rivalry. The market area work ofthe input–output relationships by the production func-
HOTELLING, 1929, and PALANDER, 1935, providedtion specification, then the location problem can be
the basis for the development of a range of modelssolved accordingly.
which investigated the role played by location and spaceThe most general and fundamental insight of this
in determining the nature of inter-firm competitiveneoclassical tradition provides us with our second prin-
behaviour in situations in which the firms are inter-ciple of location-theory:
dependent. These models defined markets explicitly in

Location theory principle 2. In situations where production spatial terms by assuming a geographical distribution of
technology is governed by principles of factor substitution, customers, rather than by simply defining a market as
all location-optimization problems can be considered to a single point in space. The outcomes of these models
be production-optimization problems, and all production- suggested that the spatial characteristics of a market
optimization problems can be considered to be location-

itself contributes to the nature of the competitiveoptimization problems. In other words, the various
behaviour, in that there are dynamic interrelationshipstechnical relationships do not need to be stable, but do
between the spatial nature of the market, the type ofneed to be identifiable, for such models to be tractable.
industrial structure and the various strategies employedOnly the locational coordinates need to be both identifi-
by the competitors. Such models have tended to beable and stable.
developed by means of a game theoretic approach

A fundamental feature which is common to both of in which we explicitly specify the interrelationships
these classical and neoclassical location theory traditions between the firms. From the perspective of location
is the fact that these analytical approaches generally theory, one key outcome has arisen from this approach.
accept the market location and market prices as given. This was demonstrated by D ’ASPREMONT et al.,
Neither microeconomic approach makes any real 1979, who showed that there is no stable Hotelling-
attempt to provide an explanation of the nature of type solution in an environment in which prices are
market locations or market prices. Nor do they make flexible. In other words, in situations where price
any real attempt to explain why many activities are adjustments can be considered to be one of the com-
often grouped together in geographical space. Rather, petitive strategies available to the oligopolistic firm,
the industrial or urban clustering of activities is simply geographical clustering is not a natural outcome,
assumed to exist primarily for historical reasons or because of the Bertrand problem of downward price
because of topographical features.2 The arguments spirals.
underpinning agglomeration behaviour (MARSHALL, We can turn this analytical conclusion on its head,
1920; HOOVER, 1948) are generally treated as being however, in order to understand one of the necessary

conditions under which geographical co-locationexogenous to the micro-location problem. Once these
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would indeed be tenable. Geographical proximity and Within each particular geography-production-
organization frame of reference, this classical methodo-industrial clustering are only possible in situations in
logical approach is therefore both coherent andwhich price competition for identical products is not a
consistent. The reason is that by defining the geo-major feature of the market behaviour.
graphy-production-organization frame of reference ofSpatial competition and market area analysis there-
each model structure, it is theoretically possible tofore provides us with our third and fourth fundamental
specify a null hypothesis which can be tested empiric-principles of location theory:
ally. In other words we can make specific predictions
about the nature of micro-location behaviour whichLocation theory principle 3. The specific reasons for, and

outcomes of, industrial co-location or clustering, cannot in principle at least is testable. However, these
be understood without a consideration of the cost inter- methodological principles also raise questions and prob-
relationships between the co-located firms. lems which are more generally applicable to all types

of microeconomic industrial location analysis. The
Location theory principle 4. Industrial co-location or cluster- reason for this is that many modern models of eco-
ing can only take place in markets characterized primarily nomic geography aim to discuss location behaviour
by non-price competition, product heterogeneity, or the without explicitly asking questions about the nature ofexistence of transactions costs which militate against

the production or organizational characteristics of theefficient price competition.
firms or the relations between the firms. This is particu-
larly problematic in the recent burgeoning literatureTaken together, our four location theory principles
on industrial clustering. These problems are discussedprovide profound insights into not only the nature
in the following two sections.of firm location behaviour, but also the theoretical–

analytical requirements necessary in order to discuss
such behaviour. Moreover, the validity of these analy- THE METHODOLOGICAL INSIGHTS
tical principles is independent of the actual industrial OF CLASSICAL AND NEOCLASSICAL
sector or geography being analysed. However, for our LO C ATION THEORY
purposes, the important point is that these fundamental

If we combine the principles of classical and neoclassical
insights are generated because of the specific way in

location theory with those of spatial competition
which the analytical outcomes are arrived at. In classical models, we can see that all three types of models are
and neoclassical location theory, the way in which able to produce insights which are generally applicable
these principles are derived is by explicitly specifying to all location problems. The reason for this is that these
the production characteristics of the firm, and thereby models are all based on an implicit methodological
implicitly defining the organizational characteristics of principle: the position of the firm within the produc-
both the firm and the production-consumption hier- tion hierarchy (WILLIAMSON, 1975) is exogenously
archy within which the firm is placed (MCCANN, given. The location problems are then specified simply
1995a). All that is required to do this is to define a in terms of optimizing the relationship between the
production function for the firm and then to exogen- firm and the spatial transactions costs it faces. The
ously specify the location or spatial definition of the definition of the firm itself, in terms of determining
input and output markets. Once this production– whether the transactions it undertakes should be inter-
organizational system has been defined, the geograph- nal or external to the firm, is not discussed; rather,
ical alternatives can then be specified and the location these issues are simply assumed to be given in terms of
problem can be solved. On the other hand, in the the production function relationships of the firm or
case of the market area models, the competitive or the game conjectures. Once these assumptions have
collaborative relationships between the interdependent been made, then what we can explicitly do in location
firms are specified, along with the technical cost condi- theory is discuss the optimization of these relationships
tions. Once these are defined, then the geography- with respect to exogenously given geographical loca-
revenue-profit conditions are worked out. Yet, what is tions of input sources or markets is discussed
common to each of these modes of analysis is that both (MCCANN, 1995a, 1999). The reason why such hier-
the inter- and intra-organizational relationships are archy issues are not discussed in all three location
explicitly specified within a geographical setting either theory traditions, is that the location or production
by means of a production function of by means of the optimization problems can only be solved if at least
game theory conjectures. As long as these internal or either the locational relationships or the production
external relationships are specified, then the geograph- relationships are exogenously determined. In the case
ical behaviour of the firm can be analysed and under- of classical location theory, both the exact production
stood. Without such specifications, the models would relationships and the relationship between the geo-
be intractable because both the production relations graphical coordinates are exogenously specified; in the
and geographical relations would have to be determined case of neoclassical location theory only the exact

geographical coordinates are exogenously specified,simultaneously.
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while the various production function alternatives are more recent neoclassical models have been adapted in
a largely analogous manner to the industrial, commer-specified; in the case of market area analysis, only the

geography is specified. In none of these three model cial or residential sectors, in the hope that a single
analytical toolkit can be used for a range of differenttypes is the definition of the firm itself a decision

variable. In other words, there is nothing related to questions. For example, in the neoclassical framework,
the Von Thunen-type of logic is applied primarily tothe markets-and-hierarchies problems (WILLIAMSON,

1975) in microeconomic location theory, because if the case of urban land development rather than to
agricultural development; here, the Von Thunen notionsuch problems were included, then the models would

become intractable. The fundamental problem this of an agricultural hinterland is replaced with the notion
of an urban hinterland, in which ‘hinterland’ hereraises is therefore that if neither the geographical rela-

tionships nor the production relationships are exogen- refers to the phenomenon of suburban development.
In a world in which the majority of people live inously specified, then each of these three strands of

location theory falls apart, and it becomes impossible urban areas this was a major breakthrough, in that this
schema provided for the possibility of understandingto specify either a location problem or an empirical

assessment of location behaviour. the economic nature of the living environments most
people construct for themselves or find themselvesThis requirement of an analytical reference frame-

work, of either a geographical or structural-hierarchical in. Similarly, in the neoclassical location-production
models, the actual nature of the inputs and outputsnature, is the essential difference between micro-

economic models of location theory and various other included in the production functions remain largely
undefined. This is implicitly accepted so as to provide aless specific theoretical approaches to location analysis,

such as the Marxist, structuralist, or ‘post-Fordist’ tradi- more general framework for understanding the location
behaviour of all types of firms. While there are sometions. Yet, we would argue that the methodological

requirement of a reference structure, irrespective of problems with this approach (MCCANN, 1999), the
neoclassical location-theory research programme expli-whether this reference is structural or geographical,

provides an analytical rigour to the field of micro- citly attempts to provide a common framework for
analysing the location behaviour of all of the variouseconomic location theory. Adopting this approach

means that we can make predictions about the location sectors of the economy.
This movement towards providing an analyticalbehaviour of individual firms which, at least in prin-

ciple, ought to be testable. Moreover, adopting this framework which is intended to be generally applicable
to all sectors and locations has been most evidentlyapproach also means that the empirical requirements

for testing such predictions can be specified. In the been observed in the recent work of the ‘new economic
geography’ research programme (FUJITA et al., 1999)case of classical, neoclassical and market area location

theories, the empirical requirements for testing the and also the recent literature on industrial clustering
(PORTER, 1990, 1998). Both of these analytical frame-theories relate to the calibrating the relationship

between transport costs and the technical production works are based on the crucial assumption that there
are many situations in which it is advantageous forrelationships, because transport costs are assumed in

these models to be the spatial transactions costs faced firms to group together in space. However, unlike
classical or neoclassical theory, what neither of theseby the firm. In more modern situations, however, it

may well be that the spatial transactions costs faced by frameworks is able to do is to explicitly distinguish
between the situations in which it is advantageous forthe firm are rather more complex than simply transport

costs, and that broader or more sophisticated definitions an individual firm to locate close to other firms from
the circumstances in which it is disadvantageous forof spatial transactions costs must be adopted. Yet this

does not mean that such approaches are somehow out- the individual firm to do so. Nor does either framework
provide a means by which we can identify whichof-date, because the methodological requirement of a

geographical or structural reference framework is still particular type of firm will benefit from which particu-
lar clustering behaviour. The reason for this is thatessential in order to analyse firm location behaviour.

Without such a reference framework it becomes impos- neither the new economic geography nor the clustering
literature explicitly discusses the production functionsible to speak about the relationship between the pro-

duction behaviour of the firm and the spatial nature of the individual firm;3 nor does either literature
distinguish between the nature of the spatial trans-transactions costs it faces. And yet, only with such a

discussion can we identify whether observed location actions costs faced by the firm from those production
costs which are location-specific. Finally, in tandembehaviour is optimal or even rational.

The fact that these location theory methodological with both classical and neoclassical location theory,
neither the new economic geography nor the clustersand analytical insights are generally applicable to all

aspects of industrial location also reflects a broad move- literature raises the issue of the hierarchical definition
of the firm, and the problem of whether transactionsment within the overall science of location analysis.

Early classical location models were developed in order should be external or internal to the firm. Yet, in
discussing the questions of industrial clustering from ato discuss the behaviour of particular sectors, whereas
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microeconomic perspective, these are actually the between the co-located firms. Secondly, we must expli-
citly define the nature and behaviour of the spatialcentral issues. As we have seen, one of the methodo-
transactions costs faced by modern firms. Only bylogical lessons from classical and neoclassical location
doing this can we understand the both the applicabilitytheory is that only by exogenously defining the produc-
and limitations of the location models we are using.tion and organizational nature of the firm and its
Without such an understanding our spatial conclusionsrelations can we begin to discuss the geographical
will be neither verifiable nor refutable. Thirdly, in orderaspects of the firm. Alternatively, by exogenously
to point to the possible future developments requireddefining the geography of the firm we can begin to
in location theory, we must consider how both thediscuss the production, organization and relational
interdependencies between firms have changed overissues faced by the firm. What we cannot do is leave both
recent years, as well as how the nature of the spatialthe geography of the firm and its technical production
transactions costs faced by the firms have changed overnature undefined, because such an analytical problem
recent years.cannot be solved. Only by asking such questions can we

In the next section we explain the implicit assump-hope to understand and distinguish the microeconomic
tions which underlie the different theoretical descrip-conditions under which clustering is advantageous from
tions of industrial clustering, with particular referencethe situations in which it is disadvantageous.
to the nature of the organization of the firm, theThe apparent lack of microeconomic definition and
interdependencies between firms and the inter-firmrigour in both the new economic geography and the
transactions costs they face. In the subsequent sectionsclusters literature means that there is at present a whole
we then discuss the recent changes in modern spatialrange of microeconomic problems which current
transactions costs in order to point to possible ways inthinking on agglomeration and clustering is largely
which future location theory should be developed.unable to deal with. The result of this is that terms such

as ‘agglomeration’, ‘cluster’, ‘milieux’, ‘localization,
‘complex’ and ‘network’ are frequently used in much
of the modern geographical literature in a more or less THE MICRO-FOUNDATIONS OF
interchangeable manner, without any real consideration INDUSTRIAL CLUSTERING
of the microeconomic underpinnings of these different

In order to explain the implicit assumptions concerningconcepts. It is simple assumed ex ante that clustering or
firm interdependencies and spatial transactions costsco-location is beneficial, and this has lead to such
which underlie the various theoretical descriptions ofarguments being viewed as a panacea for all regional
industrial clustering which are currently popular, it is

problems (MARTIN and SUNLEY, 2001). As such,
necessary to adopt a transactions costs approach of a

regional policies formulated on the basis of these argu- type proposed by WILLIAMSON, 1975. However, in
ments, which are explicitly intended to influence firm our geographical-structural framework it is not suffi-
location behaviour, are often built on very weak analy- cient to distinguish between the transactions which are
tical frameworks. Yet, underlying these various analy- internal to or external to the individual firm, as in
tical models there are indeed specific assumptions the original Williamsonian framework. In adopting the
concerning the nature of the firm, its production and methodological approach of classical location theory it
organizational characteristics and the nature of the is necessary to distinguish between the transactions
transactions costs it faces. Unfortunately, these assump- which are location-specific from those which are not.
tions are largely unspecified, yet from the perspective In other words, we must explicitly distinguish between
of location theory, it is necessary to make these assump- the transactions which are internal to, and external to,
tions explicit in order to define the terms of reference the spatial industrial cluster. In order to do this we can
within which the location problem can be set. For present three stylized sets of geography-firm-industry
these reasons, we would argue that the methodological organizational relationships evident in situations where
approaches and insights of the classical and neoclassical firms are clustered or co-located (SIMMIE and SENNET,
microeconomic traditions have profound, and often 1999; GORDON and MCCANN, 2000; MCCANN,
overlooked, implications for our understanding and 2001a) which we term the pure agglomeration model, the
interpretation of both of these modern literatures. industrial complex model and the social network model.

If we follow the approach of classical and neoclassical These three stylized characterizations of industrial
location theory in order to help correct for these clusters are distinguished in terms of the nature of
problems of a lack of microeconomic rigour, it is first firms in the clusters, the nature of their relations, and
necessary to make explicit the implicit assumptions transactions undertaken within the clusters. What we
which underlie the different theoretical descriptions of are not doing here is presenting a new theory of
industrial clustering or spatial grouping that we have at clustering. Rather, our reason for this characterization
our disposal. In particular we must specify the implicit is to categorize the different transactions cost and firm
assumptions regarding the organizational nature of the behavioural assumptions which are implicit in each of

the various analytical frameworks which are currentlyindividual firm and the nature of the interrelations
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Table 1. Industrial clusters

Characteristics Pure agglomeration Industrial complex Social network

Firm size Atomistic Some firms are large Variable
Characteristics of relations Non-identifiable Identifiable Trust

Fragmented Stable and frequent trading Loyalty
Unstable Joint lobbying
Frequent trading Joint ventures

Non-opportunistic
Membership Open Closed Partially open
Access to cluster Rental payments Internal investment History

Location necessary Location necessary Experience
Location necessary but not
sufficient

Space outcomes Rent appreciation No effect on rents Partial rental capitalization
Example of cluster Competitive urban economy Steel or chemicals production New industrial areas

complex
Analytical approaches Models of pure agglomeration Location-production theory Social network theory

Input–output analysis (Granovetter)
Notion of space Urban Local or regional but not urban Local or regional but not urban

popular. In reality, all spatial clusters or industrial con- fusion of locational analysis with input–output analysis
(ISARD and KUENNE, 1953). Component firmscentrations will contain characteristics of one or more

of these ideal types, although one type will tend to be within the spatial grouping each undertake significant
long-term investments, particularly in terms of physicaldominant in each cluster. Understanding what are the

dominant features of a particular cluster is essential in capital and local real estate, in order to become part of
the grouping. Access to the group is therefore severelyorder to work out how we are to analyse it either

theoretically or empirically. restricted both by high entry and exit costs, and the
rationale for spatial clustering in these types of industriesThe characteristics of each of the cluster types are

listed in Table 1, and as we see, the three ideal types of is that proximity is required primarily in order to
minimize inter-firm transport transactions costs. Rentalclusters are all quite different. Firstly, in the model of

pure agglomeration, inter-firm relations are inherently appreciation is not a feature of the cluster, because the
land which has already been purchased by the firms istransient. Firms are essentially atomistic, in the sense

of having no market power, and they will continuously not for sale. The notion of space in the industrial
complex is local, but not necessarily urban, and maychange their relations with other firms and customers

in response to market arbitrage opportunities, thereby extend across a sub-national regional level. In other
words, these types of complexes can exist either withinleading to intense local competition. As such, there is

no loyalty between firms, nor are any particular rela- or far beyond the boundaries of an individual city, and
depend crucially on transportation costs.tions long term. The external benefits of clustering

accrue to all local firms simply by reason of their local The third type of spatial industrial cluster is the social
network model. This is associated primarily with thepresence. The cost of membership of this cluster is

simply the local real estate market rent. There are no work of GRANOVETTER, 1973, and is a response to
the hierarchies model of WILLIAMSON, 1975. Thefree riders, access to the cluster is open, and con-

sequently it is the growth in the local real estate rents social network model argues that mutual trust relations
between key decision-making agents in different organ-that is the indicator of the cluster’s performance. This

idealized type is best represented by the MARSHALL, izations may be at least as important as decision-making
hierarchies within individual organizations. These trust1920, model of agglomeration, as adopted by the

new economic geography models (KRUGMAN 1991; relations will be manifested by a variety of features,
such as joint lobbying, joint ventures, informal alliancesFUJITA et al., 1999). The notion of space in these

models is essentially urban space, in that this type of and reciprocal arrangements regarding trading relation-
ships. However, the central feature of such trust rela-clustering only exists within individual cities.

Secondly, the industrial complex is characterized tions is an absence of opportunism, in that individual
firms will not fear reprisals after any reorganization ofprimarily by long-term stable and predictable relations

between the firms in the cluster, involving frequent inter-firm relations. Trust relations between key
decision makers in different firms are assumed to reducetransactions. This type of cluster is most commonly

observed in industries such a steel and chemicals, and inter-firm transactions costs, because when such trust-
based relations exist, firms do not face the problems ofis the type of spatial cluster typically discussed by

classical (WEBER, 1909) and neoclassical (MOSES, opportunism. As such, these trust relations circumvent
many of the information issues raised by the markets1958) location-production models, representing a
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and hierarchies dichotomy (WILLIAMSON, 1975). groupings of activities will exhibit characteristics of
more than one of the stylized characterizations here, itWhere such relations exist, the predictability associated

with mutual non-opportunistic trust relations, can is still necessary for us to decide what is the dominant
nature of the cluster, because this will determine thetherefore partially substitute for the disadvantages

associated geographic peripherality. Inter-firm coopera- appropriate empirical technique for us to use. For
example, the financial services of the City of Londontive relations may therefore differ significantly from the

organizational boundaries associated with individual exhibits primarily the characteristics of the pure
agglomeration model, although there are also somefirms, and these relations may be continually reconsti-

tuted. All of these behavioural features rely on a com- secondary characteristics associated with the social net-
work model (GORDON and MCCANN, 2000). In thismon culture of mutual trust, the development of which

depends largely on a shared history and experience of case, real estate capitalization techniques and aggregate
production function methods will probably be the mostthe decision-making agents.

This social network model is essentially aspatial, but appropriate tools of empirical analysis, supported by
various case study techniques. A second example offrom the point of view of geography, it can be argued

that spatial proximity will tend to foster such trust this concerns the PORTER, 1990, 1998, description of
clustering. Although Porter assumes that the dominantrelations over a long time-period, thereby leading to a

local business environment of confidence, risk-taking competitive effects of clustering are mediated by
information flows between firms and individuals withinand cooperation. Spatial proximity is thus necessary,

but not sufficient to acquire access to the network. As the urban sphere, the primary effect of which is to
stimulate local competition by increasing the transpar-such, membership of the network is only partially

open, in that local rental payments will not guarantee ency associated with competitive improvements, he
also acknowledges that such information flows areaccess, although they will improve the chances of

access. In this social network model, space is therefore mediated by strong interpersonal networks which may
well extend beyond the urban scale in situations whereonce again local, as with the complex, but not neces-

sarily urban, and often extends over a sub-national such trust-relations exist. As such, the clustering
description of PORTER, 1990, 1998, can also be arguedregional level. Once again, in this case, both informa-

tion transactions costs and transportation costs may play to fit primarily into the pure agglomeration model
but also appears to exhibit secondary characteristicsa role in determining the importance of geographical

peripherality. The major geographical manifestation of associated with the social network category. The empir-
ical techniques used to analyse the Porter model willthe social network is the so-called ‘new industrial areas’

model (SCOTT, 1988), which has been used to describe therefore be similar to those used to analyse the City
of London. On the other hand, a third example is thethe characteristics and long-term growth performance

of areas such as the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy case of Silicon Glen in Scotland. In this particular
spatial grouping of firms, the dominant characteristics(PIORE and SABEL, 1984; SCOTT, 1988).4

of the cluster are that of the industrial complex, with
some secondary aspects of the social network model

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR
embedded within the system. Here, traditional location

LO C ATION THEORY
theory techniques and input–output analysis will be
most appropriate, allied with some case study work. InOn the basis of the previous sections we argue that

there are three primary directions in which future each of these cases, although we acknowledge that
the spatial industrial groupings are highly complicated,location theory must develop:
what we are doing is to determine the dominant
characteristics of the inter-firm relationships in orderDirection 1: Acknowledging the micro-foundations of clusters.

Using a transactions-costs approach in order to under- to determine how we are to most appropriately analyse
the group empirically. Using an industrial complexstand and define the spatial-industrial nature of an

industrial cluster is the first major problem which future model based on input–output techniques in the first
two cases will actually tell us very little about the naturelocation theory will need to address. This approach is

entirely in keeping with that of the classical location of either of these particular clusters; similarly, using a
pure agglomeration model in the third example willapproaches, the only difference being that the context

of analysis is rather different. As we see, each of also tell us very little. In situations in which we have
widespread case study evidence, the choice of modelthese different model types has a different notion

of geography, a different notion of the production- will be made relatively easy. However, in situations
where case study evidence is lacking, we can use theorganizational arrangements of the firms, and a differ-

ent notion of the transactions costs faced by the firms. framework outlined in Table 1 to help us interpret the
empirical data available so we can understand the natureIt is important for us to be aware of these fundamental

differences, because the techniques that we should of the industrial cluster, without necessarily ascribing a
particular model structure to it a priori (GORDONadopt to analyse each of these cluster types are quite

different. Although in reality many observed spatial and MCCANN, 2000). Adopting this classical type of
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methodological approach will at least allow us to say essentially requires face-to-face contact. The opportu-
nity costs involved in not having face-to-face contactsomething testable.
will consequently increase with the quantity, variety
and complexity of the information produced

Direction 2: Redefining the nature of modern spatial trans- (MCCANN 1995b; GASPAR and GLAESER, 1998).
actions costs. The second problem facing future loca- The effects of this will be to increase the costs of doing
tion theory is to reconsider how modern spatial business across large geographical distances.
transactions costs are incorporated into location Meanwhile, transportation technologies have
models. There have been fundamental changes in the improved dramatically over recent years. Obvious
nature and levels of spatial transactions costs which examples of this include the growth in roll-on roll-off
have become very evident over recent years. Yet, rather trucking, containerization, rapid-turnaround shipping,
than reducing the importance of location problems it and the increased efficiency and frequency of airline
can be argued that in many cases these changes have services. On the other hand, the quantity, variety and
actually increased the importance of location as an complexity of market information generated in the
economic issue. Therefore it is necessary for these modern economy is increasing. This also implies that
changes to be incorporated into future models. To see in many industries which involve the production or
this, we can split up modern spatial transactions costs shipping of goods across space, the variety and com-
into two major groups, because the spatial transactions plexity of the logistics operations being undertaken
costs faced by firms are primarily of two types: informa- will also increase. As the demand for delivery speed
tion transmission costs; and transportation costs. increases, the associated opportunity costs of lead-

Since the 1980s we have seen dramatic improvements times also increase, and the average inventory levels
in the ability of decision makers and planners to maintained will fall. Analytically, the effect of this is to
coordinate activities across space. The primary reasons increase the transactions costs associated with shipping
for these improvements have been the enormous tech- goods over any given distance.5 The most extreme
nological developments in information technology, and example of this trend towards more frequent shipments,
also the advent of widespread usage of these technol- is the application of just-in-time ( JIT) manufacturing
ogies. These developments have meant that complex and distribution techniques, the influence of which has
operations can now be managed both more efficiently pervaded all areas of modern production, distribution
and effectively than was previously possible. There are and retailing. In the new JIT production and distribu-
two aspects to these developments. tion arrangements (NISHIGUCHI, 1994; SCHON-

Firstly, the new information technologies have BERGER, 1996), it is necessary to control the flows of
reduced the real costs of communicating across distance, goods between firms to a very high degree, in order
allowing us to more efficiently control existing spatial to ensure the timeliness of deliveries. New information
arrangements of activities (The Economist, 1999a). This technologies allow firms to coordinate logistics activi-
is a common observation in industrial sectors and ties across huge geographical areas in a very sophisti-
activities where physical commodities are being moved cated and timely manner. Both household and
across large distances, such as in the management of industrial consumers now expect goods to be delivered
international importing and exporting supply chains JIT. As such, the nature of demand for transactions
(Financial Times, 1999) or the coordination of multi- across space has changed dramatically. As such, there is a
national manufacturing activities (The Economist, direct parallel with the argument regarding information
1999b). Analogous arguments also exist for the case of costs only, in this case, the opportunity (time) costs of
the service sectors, in situations where information goods shipments are tied up in the levels of inventory
rather than physical goods is being transferred across being held rather than the opportunity (time) costs of
space. Secondly, the existence of these new information not having face-to-face contact.
technologies also allows decision makers to undertake There is a range of empirical evidence which suggests
the coordination of spatial arrangements of activities that the spatial transaction costs involved in the shipping
which were previously not possible. On the other hand, of goods have indeed increased over the last two
however, there are some other arguments which suggest decades, because of this demand for more frequent
that over time the development of these information deliveries. Firstly, the average inventory levels for almost
technologies is actually leading to increases in the all manufacturing and distribution sectors in the
costs of transmitting information across space, thereby developed world have fallen dramatically since the
increasing the relative importance of geographical cent- 1980s, relative to the value of output (SHONBERGER,
rality. The argument here is that an increase in the 1996; Financial Times, 1998). This implies that the
quantity, variety and complexity of information pro- average lead times of goods-shipments have fallen over
duced itself increases the costs associated with transmit- recent years, with a concomitant increase in goods-
ting this information across space. This is because much shipment frequencies. Secondly, by carefully dis-
of the information will be of a non-standardized tacit entangling the various components of transport costs it

becomes clear that the proportion of global outputnature, and the transmission of this type of information
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which is accounted for by logistics and transportation and labour hysteresis are major features, these observa-
tions have profound implications for the justificationsactivities in the economy has not fallen over recent
we adopt for our production function specifications.decades (Financial Times, 1997; HUMMELS, 1999).

Within this general frequency-optimization frame-Thirdly, while the transportation cost component of
work, one direction of this research has focused on thebulk materials has indeed generally fallen, in the case
role played by the total logistics costs faced by firmsof manufactured goods, there is evidence that this
producing goods, rather than simply the total transportproportion has actually increased over recent decades,
costs that they face (MCCANN, 1993, 1997, 1998).in spite of the improvement in transportation and
This logistics costs approach incorporates transportlogistics technologies (HUMMELS, 1999). Fourthly,
costs plus all of the industrial costs associated withindustries which are very dependent on JIT shipments
inventory holding within the classical Weber-Moseshave tended to reorganize their trade patterns in favour
type of framework, and allows for a whole series of newof geographically close suppliers and customers (REID,
location-optimization conclusions to be generated. In1995; MCCANN, 1998). Moreover, this behaviour is
particular, we see that the costs of geographical distanceeven evident in industries in which the product value-
are far higher than has previously been supposed. Thisweight ratios are extremely high (MCCANN and
is because the inventory capital and space costs facedFINGLETON, 1996). In other words, such localization
by firms are co-determined within the transport costbehaviour is present in the very industries which tradi-
optimization problem (MCCANN, 2001b). An out-tional Ricardian trade theories would have ruled out.
come of this is that firms which produce very highGLAESER, 1998, argues that taking a broad view of
value-weight ratio products are actually more sensitiveall the empirical evidence indicates that the aggregate
to locational issues than are firms producing low value-share of total output accounted for by transportation
weight ratio products. This conclusion is completelycosts has fallen markedly over time. However, it appears
opposite to the perceived wisdom which assumes thatthat most of the evidence points to falling geographical
location is largely irrelevant for firms producing verytransactions costs for existing types of activities. The
high value-weight ratio goods. Moreover, the logistics-sectors in which spatial transactions costs have indeed
costs framework also shows that industrial clustering isfallen significantly over recent decades, are generally the
often a natural outcome for firms producing high valuesectors in which the nature of the spatial transactions
goods, even in situations in which information spillagesundertaken have not changed fundamentally over time,
play no role whatsoever. This conclusion throws seriousin terms of the required frequency of interaction. This
doubt on the simple transport cost-information costis typically the case in many raw material, agricultural
dichotomy assumed by many high profile commenta-

or extraction industries, and in industries producing
tors (KRUGMAN, 1991; GLAESER, 1998), and provides

manufactured products at a mature stage within their a whole range of possible future research agendas.
product cycles (VERNON, 1966). This is also the case
in service sector industries in which the nature of the Direction 3: Introducing the environment into location
information being transacted is rather standardized. On theory. A third key direction for future location
the other hand, in production sectors in which the research concerns the issue of the ‘environment’. Here
demand lead-times have fallen dramatically, or in indus- we are referring specifically to the nature of the local,
tries in which the variety and complexity of informa- or location-specific environment. The evaluation of
tion generated has increased significantly, spatial environmental variations has been almost entirely
transactions costs would appear not to have fallen over absent within location theory models, yet within real
recent decades, and in some cases will actually have estate and urban economics, environmental valuation
increased. is assumed to be a central feature underlying modern

On the basis of these arguments it is clearly necessary consumption and choice behaviour. Until now, the
for location theory to develop models which better major analytical developments in this field have centred
incorporate issues such as time, financial costs, delivery on the use of hedonic models (SHEPPARD, 1999) as a
speed and frequency into the location-production means of understanding how environmental preferences
problems than do previous models. One approach is to are included in the pricing and valuation of land.
attempt to explain the structure of spatial cost and Moreover, adopting this approach also allows us to
revenue functions within an explicit frequency- consider how such variations and preferences contri-
optimization framework, without assuming that the bute to location choices. Yet, from the perspective
shapes of these function a priori. If we adopt such an of microeconomic location theory, it is necessary to
approach, it is possible to demonstrate that many of consider how such environmental variations and pricing
the convex (MCCANN, 1995b) and concave shapes outcomes affect the location behaviour of firms. In
(MCCANN, 2001b) which are familiar in location order to do this, we must consider exactly what is
models can be generated without necessarily resorting meant by the term ‘environment’; this could refer
to neoclassical assumptions of factor substitution. In simply to the local natural environment, or the local

built environment, the local business environment, orthe built environment, where putty-clay capital-stocks
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various combinations of all three definitions. As yet, costs and information costs. Thirdly, it is essential for
location models to properly integrate notions of thethis is a problem which remains largely un-discussed

by location theory. To the extent that these issues are environment into the production-location frameworks.
discussed, they are generally subsumed within the over-
all clustering literature outlined above, and as we have

NOTES
seen, the problem with this is that by framing location
problems in this clustering language tends to leaving 1. Classical location theory, irrespective of whether the

analytical focus was on agricultural land use or manu-such things largely un-discussed. However, the
facturing production, concerned itself primarily with thedifficulties involved in integrating the nature of the
determination of what later became known as ‘spatiallocal environment into location theory models must
margins of profitability’ (RAWSTRON, 1958).not be underestimated. The reason for this is that the

2. The exceptions here are the work of LOSCH, 1954, andissues concerning the hierarchical definition of the
CHRISTALLER, 1933. However, while the urban systems

firm, and the intra- and inter-organizational features of work of Losch was more advanced in terms of its
the firms and their relations, which are largely ignored treatment of microeconomic behaviour than that of
by the clustering literature, are themselves the issues Christaller, these ‘ideal-landscape’ approaches were quite
that largely define the nature of the local business different to the microeconomic approaches outlined here
environment. in that they were not explicitly considering the optimiza-

tion behaviour of the individual firm.
3. New economic geography models ascribe a particular

CONCLUSIONS form of production function to the firm which is
developed from a DIXIT and STIGLITZ, 1977, frame-In this paper we have sought to outline the key
work. The microeconomic limitations of these functionsanalytical insights generated by industrial location
are discussed in NEARY, 2001.theory and to point out the major methodological

4. Both the industrial clustering model of PORTER, 1990,
issues raised by this field of research. As we have 1998, and the ‘new industrial areas’ model of SCOTT,
seen, classical and neoclassical location models pose 1988, are therefore much less specific than the urban
fundamental problems which are largely un-addressed agglomeration about the particular spatial dimension
by the modern clustering and agglomeration literatures, which is critical in terms of information transactions costs.
and yet which are essential in order to further our In cases where there are small-firm industrial structures,

the spatial extent over which such trust relations operateknowledge of spatial behaviour. In response to this, we
will tend to be over small sub-national regional scaleshave argued, firstly, that it is essential to develop a
(SCOTT, 1988; PORTER, 1990). On the other hand,transactions-costs understanding of the internal and
in industrial structures characterized by large vertically-external technical and organizational relations of the
integrated firms, such trust relations may operate overfirm. On the basis of this reference framework it then
much larger regional spatial scales, and in the case ofbecomes possible to ask theoretical location questions
contiguous small-area nations, these regional scales may

which are empirically testable. Secondly, we must extend beyond the individual country boundaries
reconsider how spatial transactions costs are discussed (CASSON and MCCANN, 1999; ARITA and MCCANN,
and understood in the modern world. In particular, 2000; CANTWELL and IAMMARINO, 2000).
frequency-optimization models such as the logistics- 5. As with the case above, the (envelope) result turns out to
costs model are required, which explicitly go beyond be a non-linear square root function of all the cost

variables (MCCANN. 1993, 1998, 2001b).the adoption of a simple dichotomy between transport
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